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CONFIDENTIAL March 12, 1940

ON UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES

Dorothy Thompson1s Figure Needs Examining

by
Hu Barton

Dorothy Thompson has discovered that there are only 2 million
unemployed,-"- Current unemployment estimates, including those of the
National Industrial Conference Board, whose employment figures Miss
Thompson misquotes, are in the neighborhood of 9 million. They include
- and Miss Thompson excludes - the 2 million on WPA rolls. I wouldn!t
dispute Miss Thompson's statement that WPA workers for the most part do
work that needs to be done, but her contention that the work would be
done anyway is much more doubtful, in view of the already strained con-
dition of State and local budgets. Statisticians include persons on WPA
among the unemployed because WPA jobs are a particular form of relief,
and workers must prove that they are "unemployed" in order to get on the
rolls.

As an explanation of the remaining discrepancy of 5 million,
Miss Thompson says that many individuals included in the current estimates
are "additional workers" of the type illustrated in the parable of for.Smith
and his family, in which wife and children start looking for work when
father loses his job. Current unemployment estimates may include as many
as a quarter of a million of such persons, but estimates based on the
Snumerativc Check Census of 1937, which included all of them, would total
about 12 million iâ  brought up to date.

Miss Thompson also says that the estimates include unemployables
like her alcoholic acquaintance, "Jack Fiske," Actually, the statistical
methods used in estimating unemployment exclude nearly all unemployables.

How then does kiss Thompson get her 2 million figure? She takes
the difference between the number employed in December, 1939, including
WPA workers, and the number that would have been employed if the proportion
of the total population working had been the same then as in December, 1929«
Aside from actual misquotation of figures, there are two important errors
underlying this computation: (1) employment in December, 1929> had al-
ready declined 3 million from the peak in the year, whereas Miss Thompson's
method assumes no unemployment at that time, and (2) the number of people
looking for work is dependent not so much on total population as on popu-
lation of working age, and in the past decade the number of persons of

# "On Unemployment - The Figures Need Examining" by Dorothy Thompson,
March 11, 194-0. Arthur Krock also has a similar story in the Now York
Times for k'arch 12, based on the same faulty data.
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working age has increased from 65 to 68 per cent of the total population.
The importance of these errors is illustrated by the following computation,
which, except for these corrections, uses the same methods and basic figures
as Kiss Thompson1s estimates.

Population aged 15-64- (Census)
Number employed (Conference Bd#)
Per cent employed
Estimated full employment

(62#1 per cent of pop. aged 15-64)
Estimated unemployment
1PA employment (Miss Thompson's figure)
Balance unemployed (as defined by
Miss Thompson)

Sept., 1929

80,051,000
49,715,000

62.1

49,715,000
0

Sept., 1939

90,553,000
46,346,000

51.2

56,233,000
9,887,000
2,305,000

7,582,000

Thus, if full employment means that the same proportion of the
population of working ages is employed as at the peak in 1929, we now have
nearly 8 million people unemployed (excluding WPA workers) instead of 2
million as estimated by Miss Thompson. If WPA "workers are included a figure
of 10 million is obtained.

But Miss Thompson <- or her Grouse - is self-contradictory a little
later on. He says children, old people, and housewives constitute 57 per
cent of the population; (that's about right for the total, though there
are errors in his detail); that 37 per cent of the population is now employed;
(correct if you count those on WPA); and "that!s 94 per cent of the whole
population accounted for now;" (too high - because some children, old people,
and housewives - about a million and a half of them - arc working and are
therefore counted twice. But let us take his 94 per cent. That leaves 6
per cent of the population unaccounted for - 8 million unemployed - who are
not children, old folks, housewives, or WPA workers. Even Miss Thompson
probably wouldn't claim that all these people were unemployable.
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